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This paper shows how the space of stochastic idempotent matrices is built kom 
sax&r pkcec i3f aj%Ciie whl& arc L4WxXzm~~~;tiC kup&aQx~. 
In [2], P. Flor determined the structure of a stochastic idempotent, matrix. 
This description stated that if A is an n x n stochastic idempotent matrix of 
rank r, then there is an n x n permutation matrix Q such that 
r Al 0 . . . 0 Ol 
QAQ’= ; 2 1:: I 1 r ; , I 
*This research was done while this author was a visiting assistant professor at Texas 
A&M University. 
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x, is an ni X nj rank one matrix; 
S X ni matrix wit e only nonzero entiries being in its 
ving matrix equations 161, 
= [(kij] be an a72 X n matrix. 
ture of the space Z of 
e describe this space in 
an X n matrix with X = 8, we say that and 
re is a 
t such 
ere 
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The major piece of space which we use to describe 1, can uow ba 
described. Let P be a P,.=pz:tern. Define its Pr-fold by 
Pr- = (A: otent matrix wi 
P is a maximal P,-pattern, then its P,-fold is called 2 maximaE Pr$idd. 
The initial work of this paper is to give a description of a P,-fold. 
we use the following notion. 
Let P be an r-pattern having 2 pastitioning (leaving out, with%isut ‘loss of 
generality, Q and Q”) 
P= 
P, 0 l *- 0 0 
0 Ps l ** 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 ‘*a P, 0 
2, ZlJ l = l 2, 0 
Let F be the corresponding (Q, 1) matrix having the same partitioning: 
F= 
Fl 0 l -* O Ol 
0 Fg l ‘- 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
, 
0 Q ‘*- F, 0 
E, Es l * l E, 0 1 
such that 
(1) each Pi = 
(2) each E, has only its first column nonzero, with a 1 occurring in the 
o&ions in which Z, has 2 nonzero row. 
n F is called a flat pattern. If P is a maximal r-pattern, the correspond- 
&ma1 jlat pattern. 
at pattern F as follows: 
is an n x n stochastic matrix such that, 
partitioned like P, each Ai is of rank one an 
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e structure sf a 
is as foPlows. 
at, proved as in the case of the stochastic matrices, 
rkNEOREM 1. A P,-flat is a conuex polytope having as vertices the (&I) 
matrices contakd in it. Fd2er, if a B,-flat has flat pattern F, all jizces of the 
?r-$& are Fr-$?ats with corresponding j&t pattern P huving the same partitioning 
asFandwKes_eF<F. 
-dimensional (Q,1) row vector havin 
imensional @,I) vector with a 1 only i 
c~~es~~ndin~ to the position of e ith 1 in f$ Withorlt loss of generality, 
pose f = f, -I- l * - -tjk. Now, let 
at = (a:aissn m- stochastic vector with a <f } . 
t is easily seen that 
ent, it follows that the $- 
oduct of the rows of the 
ve to this direct product 
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Al 0 . . . 0 0‘ 
0 A, 0.. 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . ..*....... 
\ 
= 
I 
A, 0 a-0 0 0' 
0 A, l a* 0 0 
..I......,............... 
0 0 . . . A, 0 
XLA, XzAz l ** X,A, 0. 
THEOREM 3. Let P be an r-pattern. Then, using the above ep, its Pr-ji?i?t 
and Pr-fold are homeomorphic. F_wther, & mups each face, say Pr-jlat, of the 
P,.-@at homwmmphiudly to the P,.-jold in P,-fold. 
Proof. It is easily seen that (bp is a bijectiou from P,.-flat to P,.-fold. To 
show that $p is a homeomorphism we need only show that + is continuous. 
This is again a straightforward argument. 
From this theorem we see that the Pr-flat is a homeomorphic model of the 
P,-fold. The example below demonstrates the result. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 
1 01 1 0 
P ,110o [ I 0 10’ 0 1 1 1 0 
Then 
P,-flat = convex 
D D. J. MAIRTFIEL 
J = Bi. Furher, using Boolean arithmetic, the one dimensional flat 
e n&a of geese a P,-fold is in the s ace of stochastic 
P be an 
FIG. 1. 
matrix. Then 
Case 1. Suppose some Bi, say B, without loss of generality, is not a (0,l) 
B, = 
[,i..~~...j..?J~ 
Let Ci be the nl x n, (0,l) matrix with l’s exactly in the ith column. Then 
B1 = GG + l ’ l + a&, . 
or each i = l,...,n let 
ci 0 -** 0 0 
0 B2 l -a 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . ..I........... 
0 0 l ** 
l l 0 +an,Gnk. Since each 
e induction hypothesis 
so suppose some is not a 
e (1,l) entry in is q, 
. LEZ AND D. J. RTFIEL 
where 0 < a1 < 1. Let the ( , I) entry in Yj be aj. Form Uj by replacing ai in 
lacing q in pi with 0. For each i = 1,. . , , r let 
1 
. . . 0 a*- 0 0’ 
.D.L.#...a........................*....... 
0 e.. . . . 
i 
0 0 = . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
‘s has a 
esis, that each of 
e continue e previous example below. 
ABBE 2. he epicted in the three dimen- 
siond s~~~~ex 
THEQREM 5. Let ? he an r-pattern, and ci the number of llonzero column.9 
in Pi. Then its Pr-fokl is its P,-block if and only if one of the folbwing holds: 
(i) r = 1. 
(ii) s = 0. 
(iii) If Gi > 1, then the kth row of Zi being nonzero implies that for all j f i 
the kth row of Zr is zero. 
Proof. If any one of the three conditions holds, it is easily checked that 
each matrix in the P,-block is an idempotent. 
Conversely, suppose that each of the conditions is false. Suppose further, 
Mhout loss of generality, that 
P= 
P, 0 l ** 0 0 
0 Ps .a* 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . ...*..... 
0 0 -‘* P, 0 
21 22 ‘* l 0 2, 
where P, hsq its first two columns composed of l’s, and where 2, and Zz 
have nonzero first row. Choose A E P,-fold of the form 
A, 0 0 l -0 0 0 
0 A, 0 l -0 0 0 
A= 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 
0 0 0 *.. A, 0 
X,A, &A2 0 *** &A, 0 1 
where Al has its first column composed of l’s and the (1,l) entry in X1 is 0. 
Iso, choose B E P-fold of the form 
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&ere B, has its second coiumn composed of l’s, and Yr has a 1 as its (1,l) 
entry. NOW for 0 c a! c 1, C = CM A + (1 - cr)Z3 is not an indempotent. This 
yields the result. 
As a special case we have the following. 
COROLLARY 1. For r = 1 and for r = n - 1, all P,.-folds are P,-blocks. 
Of eourse, each Pr-fold represents a piece of I,.. Together, as stated below, 
they make up all of Z,. 
THEOREM 6. b-any r, 
z,= iJ( maximal Pr-folds ) . 
Proof. The proof f 11 o ows from the fact that if A E 6,, then, by the result 
Nor, A must be in some maximal P,-fold. 
As shown in [I], the space Z, is arcwise connected. We now discuss the 
building of this connected set in terms of P,-folds. First, we show how these 
pieces of space fit together. 
THEOREM ‘7. Let P and p be r-patterns, and suppose that P,-fold n 
Then there is an r-pattern P’ such that 
Pr-fold n Pr-fold = P’-fold. 
' by submatrices. Without loss of generality, let 
w let c E Pf-fdd n B,-fol 
(1, I) entry in F 
. Suppose without loss of generality that cl1 # 0. 
ere is a ij; in ? which contains this 1. 
oss of generahty we 
t JQ be the set of row 
ere is a constant c such 
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of Pk and & cannot intersect pr. So we let Pi be the submatrix of P’ with 
rows and columns in ~1 and entries pij~ii for all i, j EP~. Note that each I 
column in Pi is a column of O’s or a column of 1’s. Let the set of column 
indices having positive columns be denoted by p:. 
Now repeat this processing on Pz, etc., forming Pi, . B . , P,!. These matrices 
have the same column properties as did Pi. Finally, for the remaining rows of 
P’,ifarow keU l ** Up,andjE$,then 
Pij = 
if pi& = 1 for all ZEp’, 
otherwise. 
All other entries of P’ are 0. Note that P’ contains no row of O’s, since C has 
no row of 0’s. Finally, by construction, it follows that 4’ is an r-pattern. 
117, .TC;; noirj she* that Pr=fo!d I! &-fold = Pi-fold. For this, let 0” E &-fold n 
Fr-fold. Then i < P and 3 < F. So 8 < P’ and I3 ET,!-fold. 
Conversely, if B E P:-fold then B < P and B E P. So B E P,.-fold n Fr-fold. 
This gives the result. 
Before discussing the building of Ir, it is helpful to have an inventory for 
the number of pieces required in the building. For this let 0( n, r) denote the 
Stirling number of the second kind. Let P and F be maximal r-patterns. 
Suppose the sizes of the isolated submatrices of P and F are the same, except 
for arrangement. Then the corresponding P,.-folds are said to be sym~ric. Of 
course, this means that there is a permutation matrix Q such that Q’PQ = P 
and that the corresponding P,-folds are isomorphk So they have the same 
shape. 
Using basic counting formulas [A], we obtain an inventory for the number 
of P,-folds: 
(1) Let r > 1 and nl, . . . , n, be distinct positive integers and kr, . . . , k, 
positive integers so that n - (kin, + l l l + k,n,) = s 2 0. Of course, there is 
a maximal P,.-fold with ki isolated submatrices of size nf x ni. The number of 
such symmetric maximal P,.-folds is 
n! 
(n,!)kl l m. (n,!)krs!k,! *** k,! ’ 
(2) For r > 1, the number of maximal P,-folds, symmetric or not, is 
n-r 
s=o 
s, + 
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Now, using the previous work, we show how to build the space Z, and 
consequently I. The program follows: 
1. 
2, 
3. 
1 maximal r-patterns. 
Choose a maximal r-pattern P. Find all rank r stochastic (0,1) matrices V 
where V < P. Construct the ?r-flat, and use the homeomorphism $ to 
find the Z’,-fold. 
Continue until ah maximal Pr-folds have been identified. 
elow, several idempotent spaces are constructed. For this work we let 
S(n) denote the set of PT x n st xb .astlc ~~tti;.ces and Sin, rj the set of rank r 
idempotent matrices in that space. We have the fofiowing: 
TABLE FOR S(n,r). 
S(B): In this space there is only one matrix [I], which is also idempotent. 
Thus, S(l, 1) is a single point. 
S(2): ere, the maximal l-patterns are 
1 0 
1 1 0’ 
and so S(2, I) is a l-simplex as shown below: 
1 0 
1 0 
or course, S(2,2) contams onlv the identity matrix, and so S&2) is a 
single point. 
aximal necessary l-pattern is 
S(3, I) is a 24 plex as shown in igure 3. or S(3,2) the maximal 
2-patterns are 
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S(4): 
FIG. 3. 
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By graphing we see that S(3,2) is the simplicial complex depicted in 
Figure 4. Of course, S(3,3) is a single point. 
The necessary maximal l-pattern is 
[ 1  111’  1 1 I 
and S(4,l) is a 3-simplex as shown in Figure 5. For S(4,2) there are 25 
maximal P,-folds. Graphing these shows that S(4,2) is a projective 
plane. Continuing, the maximal 3-patterns are 
‘1 
0 1 
0 1 0 0 
10 
.o 0 0 1 10’ 0 1 
0 
0 
0 ’ 
1  
Frc. 4. 
yields a space which can be envisioned as four 2-sim- 
vertex of each of e +nplexes hez!y connected to 
exactly one vertex of one of the remaining three, as shown in Figure 6. 
Finally, S(4,4) is a single point, 
that an S(n, r) is either a simplicial c 
rerna~~i~~ work we show &at this is 
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FIG. 6. 
For simplicial complexes we consider P,.-blocks. How these blocks are put 
together is described in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 8. Let P and P be r-patterns. lf Pr-bbck n &block + 8, th 
there iy an r-pattern P’ such thrct P,.-block f7 @dock = P;-block. 
Suppose P,.-block n &-block f 0. Let A E P,-block n &block. 
oss of generality, suppose that, partitioned as in P, 
I- Al 0 A2 0 l -0. ** 0  0  1 *= 1 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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ehe 
Al 0 . . . 0 0 
0 A, l ** 0 0 
B 
,.*.~*~~......**,‘*...... 
= 
. 
0 0 . . . At- 0 
XIA1 X,A, l ** X,A, 0 
Then B E P,.-fold n B,fold, so P-fold I? F-fold # 8. 
Let P’ be the r-pattern assured in Theorem 7. Then 
P,-fold 13 &-fold = P,!-fold. 
~~nvex( P,.-fofd fI ~~“fo~d) c convex &-fold n COW 
convex( P,.-fold U &-fold). 
is, let 
rite as a hoover s of vertices V,, . . . , V’ in the P,.-fold. Thus 
for i = l,..., ence Vi E P,-fold n &-fold 
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Since each P,-block is a polytope, we have the following. 
COROLLARY 2. The P,.-blocks can be triunguhzted so that the union of those 
simplexes occurring from the triangulation forms a simplicial complex. 
And as a consequence we have the following. 
COROLLARY 3. If each P,fold is a P,-block, then I, can be triangulated so 
thut the union of those simplexes occurring fr0m the triangulation forms a 
simpliciul complex. 
More generally, to show that I,. is a triangulable space requires an initial 
lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let P and F be r-patterns with ?< P. Then &;‘Q& is a 
simpliciul map from Fr-jIut to the fme of Pr-j&zt determined by $6 ‘(&-fold). 
Proof. The mapping +p is determined by the submatrices fi and hi for 
t; l,**. 
r. So, if x and x are in the f-flat, then, for 0 < QI < 1, #J~((Y x + 
- (Y) A’) has isolated submatrices (Y Ai + (1 - 0~) Zi and submatrices [cr Xi 
+ (1 - a)x:][aKi + (1 - a)Xi] for all i. So, with the partitioning of P, its 
isolated submatrices are Q! A, + (1 - cy) A& where Ai and A; have the same 
nonzero entries in their rows as hi and Ai respectively. Similarly, under the 
partitioning of P, we can write the remaining submatrices as [cu Xi + (1 - 
a)X;][aAi + (1 - ~1) A’J. So, by defining A and A’ in the P,-flat by using the 
submatrices Ai, Xi and Ai, X: respectively, we have thaL $p( ar A + (1 - 
@A’) = +&A + (1 - CY)A’). So $-lo$p(~A + (1 - ct)A’) = cxA + (1 - 
a) A’. Sine; $p( x) = (bp( A) and +p( A’) = t#+( A’), it follows that 4; ’ 0 4~ is a 
simplidal map. 
The remaining remarks are easily observed, and so the lemma follows. 
The concluding theorem follows. 
THEOREM 9. The space 1, is trianguluble. 
Proof. Specify a listing of all P,-folds so that they are listed in nondecreas- 
ing order of dimension. We describe a way to triangulate each P,-fold using 
the vertices of the preceding folds. 
First, those folds with dimension less than or equal to one are already 
triangulated. Inductively, suppose that the mth fold in the list has been 
. Let the P,.-fold be t m + 1st element in th 
re vertices ilrl the pr g folds which determine 
emma 1, we see that the 
. E. G DDJ. IEL 
s 
